Lival LM
For the pre-spotting and cleaning of leather and furs

PROPERTIES:

- highly concentrated oil preparation with low-wetting detergent emulsifiers
- excellent cleaning and regreasing properties
- renews the natural, supple feel of leather-wear and loosens suede pile
- with antistatic effect
- perfect filter-going quality
- free from foreign solvents

APPLICATION:

In perchloroethylene and hydrocarbon solvents

For pre-spotting (brush-on or spray-on)
Lival LM can be applied pure or diluted 2:1 with water. Before cleaning pre-brushed leather items have to be air-dried. Since Lival LM has good water emulsifying properties it is also possible to spray strongly soiled areas superficially with water or steam before cleaning.

For application in the machine
8 - 10 min cleaning time in perc with 20 - 40 ml/l Lival LM (2.56 - 5.12 fl.oz/gal)
10 - 15 min cleaning time in hydrocarbon with 10 - 20 ml/l Lival LM (1.28 - 2.56 fl.oz /gal)

Approx. 3 batches can be treated with one bath. It is recommended that the lightest colour is treated first. Working with the 2-bath method the 2nd bath can be used as pre-cleaning bath.

TECHNICAL DATA:

Density 20 °C (68 °F) 0.88 g/ml
Ionogenity slightly anionic

HINTS:

Storage
Store cool and tightly closed. The product can be stored for at least 24 months in its original sealed packing.